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Visualization of Protein-Protein Interaction
Network for Knowledge Discovery
Weizhong Zhu, Xia Lin, Xiaohua Hu, Bahrad A. Sokhansanj
Abstract- A new visualization tool, called "Visual Concept
Explorer (VCE)", was developed to visualize concept relationships
in bio-medical literatura VCE integrates Pathfinder Network
Scaling and Kohonen Self-organizing Feature Map Algorithm for
visual mapping. As a case study, VCE was applied to visualize a
chromatin protein-protein interaction (PPI) network The mapping
results demonstrated that VCE could explore the semantic structure
and latent domain knowledge hidden in protein-protein interaction
data sets generatedfrom bio-medical literature.
Index Terms-knowledge discovery, protein-protein interaction
network, information visualization
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENT advances in proteomics technologies, such as the
yeast two-hybrid system [1], make it possible to rapidly
produce large data sets of protein-protein interaction. New
protein complexes according to protein interaction data from
literature mining may be feasibly generated and provide
higher level of functionality. However, for very large protein
interaction data set from mining with multi-dimensions, the
latent functional relationships among proteins are too
complicate to identify even for domain experts. In such a case,
information visualization will be a necessary addition to
exploration of mining results generated by data mining
techniques such as data dimension deduction and similarity
clustering.
Visual Concept Explorer (VCE) is designed to explore the
semantic structure of bio-medical literature and inherent
relationships between concepts through co-occurrence analysis
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of terms, for instance, protein MESH terms. Word co-
occurrence analysis is a content analysis technique that can be
used to identify the strength of associations between words
based on their co-occurrence in the same document [2]. Words
that appear together often will have strength closer to 1, and
words that never appear together, strength of 0. According to
different strengths between protein pairs, VCE classifies
proteins into a different graphical structure. In VCE, the
classification process is based on two models, Kohonen Self-
organizing Map model and Pathfinder Network model.
Kohonen Self-organizing Map [3] is one of the major artificial
neural network models for data analysis and pattern
recognition. The resultant Kohonen maps are organized in
such a way that similar data are mapped onto the same neuron
or to neighbor neurons. For PPI networks, the arrangement of
the clusters on the maps may reflect certain general biological
functions of genes. Pathfinder Network Scaling is originally
developed by cognitive psychologist to capture salient
relationships between concepts [4]. In prior studies,
Pathfinder Network Scaling was used to extract underlying
patterns in the similarity matrix and to present them spatially
in a class of "pathfinder networks" by Chen [5] .The approach
was implemented in the Star-Walker system that displays
citation networks as a set union of all possible minimum
spanning trees. In this study, Pathfinder Network Scaling was
extended to explore biological pathways ofPPI networks.
In this article, we first introduce the Kohonen Self-organizing
Map algorithm and Pathfinder Network Scaling algorithm.
Then we present mapping results of using the two algorithms
for a chromatin PPI network. Finally we discuss how these
two proximity cluster algorithms can assist users in cell
biology domains in carrying out the knowledge discovery
process.
II. ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMETATION
A. Co-occurrence Space Generation ofthe Chromatin PPI
Networkfrom Literature Mining
About 380 chromatin proteins were selected by domain
expert as input for an information extraction system called
SPIE [7] and protein-protein interactions were extracted from
all the related literature from MEDLINE up to Jun, 2004.
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Totally 1217 protein pairs with interaction frequencies and
differentiated semantic interaction types were achieved by the
experiments of SPIE. Ignoring the semantic interaction type
and adding up the interaction frequencies of the same protein
pairs, a co-occurrence space for a PPI network was generated
with distinguished 575 protein pairs. It is represented as a
whole 380 x 380 non-normalized co-occurrence matrix that
has 575 non-zero entries with 380 different proteins.
B. Kohonen Self-organizing Map
Kohonen Self-organizing Map is an artificial neural
network usdd to project multi-dimensional data on to a 2-D
representation space. By unsupervised competitive learning, a
data classification can be viewed as a mapping neuron grid in
which neurons establish predefined neighborhood
relationships in input. The learning process goes through as
followings:
Stepl: Select
P(t) = {Pl (t),P2 (t) .....PN(t)}
randomly as an input vector at time t and
WK(t) = {WKI(t),WK2(t)......WKN(t)}
as a weight vector for neuron K at time t.
Step2: Find the winning neuron W (t) whose weights are
closest to the input vector in the N-dimensional space so that
11WW (t) _ P(t) Min 11WK (t) P(t) ll(1)
Step3: Adjust the weights of the winning neuron and the
neurons close to the winning neuron in the 2-D representation
space based on
WK (t + 1) = WK (t) + a(t)k(t)(WK (t) - P(t)) (2)
where
a(t) (O < a(t) < 1)
is a time decreasing function that makes the map converge and
k(t) is a neighborhood adaptation function that shrinks the
neighborhood of a neuron gradually over time.
In this application of Kohonen Self-organizing Map in
VCE, Gaussian functions were adapted to describe and
unify a(t) and k(t) within the formula [8]:
a(t)k(t) = Al exp(-t / A2) exp(-tD(K, W) / A3) (3)
where D(K, W) is the Euclidian distance between the neuron
K and the winning neuron W, the first Gaussian function
controls the weight update speed and the second one defines
the neighborhood shrinkage.
This unsupervised learning process requires no category
information that accompanies within the training patterns.
This learning strategy makes it possible to discover new
knowledge and unexpected patterns hidden in the large
proximity data set.
In this PPI Network study, we selected a subset of the
whole protein co-occurrence space, a 110 x 110 matrix, with
110 proteins which interact with other proteins the most
frequently and are showed in Fig. (1).
Fig.1. A Kohonen self-organizing semantic map of a co-occurrence space with
110 chromatin proteins is automatically generated by VCE after 5000 training
cycles.
The map was presented to a domain expert for review. He
confirmed that the proteins were explicitly mapped into
different regions that reflect certain gene functionality. For
instance, regions circled in Fig.(l) could be described
respectively as homeobox transcription factors [9], signal
transducers and activatdrs of transcription [10], immediate
early genes [1 1][12], and DNA repair genes [19].
C. Pathfinder Network Scaling
Pathfinder Network Scaling [14] relies on the triangle
inequality to eliminate redundant links. Given two paths in a
network that connect two nodes, the path is preserved that has
a greater weight defined via the Minkowski metric. It is
assumed that the path with the greater weight better captures
the interrelationship between the two nodes and that the
alternative path with less weight is redundant and should be
pruned from the network.
Two parameters r and q influence the topology of a
pathfinder network. The r-parameter influences the weight ofa
path based on the Minkowski metric. The weight of a path P
with k links, W (P), is determined by weights wl, w2.....wk of
each individual link as follows [6]:
k
W(P) (Z WI)/r (4)
i=1
For r=1, the path weight is the sum of the link weights
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along the path; for r-2, the path weight is the same as
Euclidean distance; and for r= °, the path weight is the same
as the maximum weight associated with any link along the
path.
The q-parameter defines the number of links in alternative
paths up to which the triangle inequality must be maintained
k-i
Wf,,lnk = (V l )1/r Vk < q (5)
A network ofN nodes can have a maximum path length of
q=N-1. With q=N-1 the triangle inequality is maintained
throughout the entire network.
Protein-protein interaction networks are typically visualized
in PFNETs where the nodes represent proteins and the edges
represent the interactions. The positions of nodes in PFNETs
are computed using a spring embedding algorithm described
by Kamada and Kawai [15]. The FDP (Force Directed
Placement) layout views nodes as physical bodies and edges
as springs connected to the nodes providing forces between
them. Nodes move according to the forces on them until a
local energy minimum is achieved. FDP could be used to sort
randomly placed nodes into a desirable layout that satisfies the
aesthetics for visual presentation, such as symmetry, non-
overlapping and so on. The length of the edges represents how
relevant the two proteins are. The shorter the length is, the
more relevant the two proteins are.
Fig.2 A PFNET of a co-occurrence space that includes 110 chromatin proteins
is automatically generated by VCE with r= °° and q =109.
Fig. (2) shows a PFNET of a PPI network using the same
data set as that in Fig. (1). Based on expert feedback, we
selected the PPI network with 110 protein nodes and 645
edges that was generated by using the parameter values r =
°-and q = 109. The sparsely lattice-like graphs in this
network reveal the complex biological pathways among the
proteins. As other recent empirical studies have reported [16]
[17], the PPI network has the scale free property characterized
by a power law degree distribution. That is, the PPI network
has many nodes but only few high degree nodes. In the center
of Fig. (2), proteins PBXI, HOXB1, MESII, CDX1 and
CDX2 are located as a "hub" of the network and other proteins
scatter around them.
III. DISCUSSIONS
Kohonen Self-organizing Map clusters proteins into
different regions according to semantic gene functions and the
PFNET of PPI network explores what kind of routines these
proteins followed to interact with each other. Combining
information presented in the two types of map view, it is easy
for biologists to understand and construct an interaction
framework of PPI networks. For instance, PBX1, HOXB1 and
MESII belong to the region identified as homeobox
transcription factors. As a common sense in cell biology, these
transcription factors control communications between DNA
and mRNA and interact with many other proteins. So these
proteins are located in the PFNET as the core. After all, in this
level, Kohonen Self-organizing Mapping and Pathfinder
Network Scaling do depict part of the domain knowledge in
cell biology that has published in the literature ofMEDLINE.
Moreover, are there some assumptions that could be made
from these maps to conduct biologists' future research works?
Swanson's approach [18] provides a way to think and discover
hypotheses from the vast mount of latent connections.
Swanson's ABC model states that given two premises that A
causes B and that B causes C, the assumption would be
whether A causes C. If the answer is positive, the causal
relation is transitive. Modified to a PPI network, the approach
could be represented in such a form: protein A interacts with
protein B and protein B interacts with protein C, so that the
question to ask is whether protein A interacts with protein C.
Fig.3. A PFNET of a co-occurrence space that sets the protein SPI as the
center is automatically generated by VCE with r=°° and q =38. The space
includes 38 proteins that have been identified to interact with SPI from the
literature mining.
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Fig.4. A PFNET of a co-occurrence space that sets the protein ATM as the
center is automatically generated by VCE with r=° and q =14. The space
includes 14 proteins that have been identified to interact with ATM from the
liteature mining.
For instance, Fig. (3) shows a co-occurrence space of
protein SPI with a PFNET and other 38 proteins that have
been known to interact with SP1 from the literature mining
and Fig. (4) shows a co-occurrence space of protein ATM and
other 14 proteins that have been known to interact with ATM
from the literature mining. On one hand, Fig. (3) and (4)
depict that protein ATR associates with protein ATM and
protein ATM interacts with protein SP 1. On the other hand, in
Fig. (1) protein ATM and protein ATR locate in the same
region - DNA repair genes, which predicts ATM and ATR
have similar functionality (DNA damage sensors [13]). So we
could suggest that studying the interaction between ATR and
SP1 might be a promising research direction. But in the
complex biological world, such transitive properties may not
always be there. These hypotheses need domain expert to
validate experimentally.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The results of Co-occurrence analysis on PPI networks by
VCE are promising. To some extent, mapping by PFNET
differentiates proteins from different biological pathways, and
mapping by Kohonen Self-organizing Feature Map conveys
diverse biological functions. They also reveal some
possibilities for future research on cell biology. Currently, the
VCE tool can be used as an initial step for gene interaction
exploration. More needs to be done to make the tool more
effective and powerful. Some of the issues we will address in
our future work include:
(1) How to integrate ontology, such as gene ontology,
within VCE and make the evaluation of the system automatic
or semi-automatic? In this study, we got aids from a domain
expert to identify the regions of gene functions and protein
interaction pathways. But domain experts have their limitation
in the validation because each domain expert is only familiar
with 20 to 30 proteins, but a PPI network is often composed of
hundreds to thousands ofproteins.
(2) How to represent hierarchical relationships between
concepts or latent domain knowledge? In this study, Kohonen
Self-organizing Map only reflects these gene functions of the
regions in one layer and couldn't give many hints to inter-
relationships between these regions.
In addition, we will also address the issue of system
performance and visualization effect. PFNET requires a
relative high computational cost, especially for high scalable
PPI networks. How to use PFNETs to represent huge amounts
of data sets is a big challenge. All these developments will be
explored in the near future.
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